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Maori Forum Meeting– August 2010
Comprehensive Stormwater Discharge Consent (CSC)
Catchment Managment Plans (CMP)

Western Bay of Plenty District
Council

Purpose of the Presentation


Introduce the Maori Forum to this Stormwater Project and our Project
Team (members/roles).



Identify how the Maori Forum can be involved in this project to help
identify areas of importance to Maori in each catchment and priority
areas?



Ensure that Councils work programme takes into consideration areas
of specific importance to Maori.

(Kelvin/Ulrich)

Project Team and Stakeholders
Project Sponsor
Kelvin Hill (WBOPDC)

Principal Consultant
Kathy Thiel-Lardon (CPG)
ktl3
Sub Consultant
Richard Coles (Boffa Miskell)
Richard Montgomery (Freshwater Solutions)

Tangata Whenua/WBOPD Maori Forum

Consenting Authority ktl2
Christin Atchinson (EBOP)

Strategic Stakeholders –
Community Boards
DOC
Fish and Game

(Kelvin/Ulrich)

Slide 3
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Christin just resigned. Replacement will be notified by EBOP ASAP.
kathy.thiel-lardon, 4/08/2010

ktl3

Kathy - engineering point of view
Richard C. - planning point of view
Richard M. - sientific point of view (not present)
kathy.thiel-lardon, 4/08/2010

Comprehensive Stormwater Discharge Consents
(CSC)




Resource Consent for multiple discharges of urban stormwater on a
catchment basis along with other activities identified through the
Catchment Management Planning process that require consents.
Sets targets to manage stormwater quality and quantity within each
catchment. Discuss thresholds maximum, medium, low.



In particular addresses stormwater discharge quality.



Helps prioritise Councils Capital Works Programme by identifying
problem areas and establishing short and long term objectives.
ktl1

(Richard C.)

Slide 4
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Refer to hand outs
stormwater related consents to be covered or excluded in the CSC
and relationship between catchment values and objectives
kathy.thiel-lardon, 4/08/2010

Catchment Management Plans (CMP)


Considers stormwater assets and systems within the wider context of
the catchment



Identifies water quality values of the catchment



Identifies catchment management issues including planned growth



Evaluates management options of the catchment



Makes catchment management recommendations and identifies
priorities

(Richard C.)

CMP (continues)


Possibilities for Tangata Whenua:


Identify and protect areas of waahi tapu and heritage resources
within the catchment



Integrate traditional practices/harvest



Better understanding of stormwater quality issues



Active participation on ecological enhancement projects and
education projects ktl4

(Richard C.)

Slide 6
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this can be planting
this can be flyers, articles in the paper or maori name tags on plants
kathy.thiel-lardon, 4/08/2010

Key Issues for Council


Ageing or substandard stormwater infrastructure



Upgrades to address flooding issues in known problem areas



Understanding the values and effects on receiving environments.



Limited Funds – prioritising work to get best outcomes.



Enhance/protect traditional cultural resources of Tangata Whenua in
the catchment.

(Richard C.)

Overall Locality Plan of Catchments
Western Catchments

Waihi Beach

Small Coastal Communities
– Tanners Point
– Tuapiro Point
– Ongare Point
– Kauri Point

Katikati

Western
Catchments

Central Catchments

Te Puna

Minden

Central
Catchments
Eastern
Catchments

Eastern Catchments

Te Puke

Maketu (incl. Little Waihi)

Pukehina

Pongakawa

(Kathy)

Catchment Management Plan Programme








Draft CMP’s to be prepared by end of October 2010
Stormwater Quality Monitoring by end of October 2010
Pre consultation August-November 2010
Preparation of CMP’s and submission by mid December 2010
Review of documents by EBOP by end of February 2011
Preparation for hearing by mid March 2011
Hearing end of March/April 2011

(Kathy)

Stormwater Quality Monitoring
The 5 most heavily developed sub catchments with the greatest potential
for adverse effects from stormwater discharges were determined by CPG,
which are investigated as part of this study were:






Waihi Beach – 2 Mile Creek (residential and commercial).
Katikati – Uretara Stream (residential and commercial).
Katikati – Unnamed drain (industrial).
Te Puke – Ohineangaanga Stream – western tributary (residential and commercial).
Te Puke – Ohineangaanga Stream – eastern tributary (industrial).

(Kathy)

Stormwater Quality Monitoring (continued)

upstream and downstream sediment
and benthic invertebrate sample points
(Kathy)

Stormwater Quality Monitoring (continued)

discharge sample point
(Kathy)

Recommendations noted in the CMP
Continues Improvement and Review
of CMP
This CMP should be flexible to evolve
these changes and opportunities. A five
year review cycle of the CMP will allow
sufficient time for information gathering
and for the uptake of new ideas and
approaches. The review cycle is shown
in the schematic below.

Review of Stormwater Strategy, Development Code, Asset Management
Plan and District Plan
Improve operation, maintenance and monitoring of existing stormwater
system
Review of existing and develop advanced stormwater modelling
Improve Source Control and Pollution Prevention
(Kathy)

Yearly proposed Communication with
Stakeholders once CSC has been granted
Discuss work programme for all stormwater related activities for the
current financial year with the Regional Council’s Environmental
Compliance Manager, Department of Conservation and Fish and Game
New Zealand (as appropriate).
Presentation to hapu/Iwi representatives (Maori Forum Meeting) and to
the community representatives (Community Board Meeting).
A submission period of one month. Incorporation of any specific views
into the design approach.
Continuous update on progress made during the financial year.

(Kathy)

Feedback and Questions


Are our timeframes reasonable?



Do you think we have an accurate understanding of Maori cultural
values of each catchment?



What level of information would you like (summary documents/full
documents)?



What questions or suggestions do you have?

(Richard C.)
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Non‐Technical Summary Report

Western Bay of Plenty District Council

Central
Catchment

The vision, as defined through Government
regulations and the consultation process
with Tangata Whenua and the Community, is
for the sustainable development of the
catchment so that the existing resources can
be enjoyed by future generations.

Kathy Thiel‐Lardon (Professional Management
Services 2009 Ltd)
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BACKGROUND
The Resource Management Act (RMA) came into effect in 1991, with the purpose 'to promote
the sustainable management of natural and physical resources', such as land (including soil)
and water (including rivers, streams, lakes, wetlands, modified watercourses and
groundwater).
Western Bay of Plenty District Council (WBOPDC) is applying for a Resource Consent
required under the RMA to authorise activities which occur within its stormwater network.
The RMA also provides for extensive participation by different interests such as iwi or
community groups.
This document provides a non-technical summary of the Comprehensive Stormwater Consent
(CSC) application and the supporting Catchment Management Plan (CMP) for the purpose of
informing and seeking feedback from various stakeholders.
The Bay of Plenty Regional Stormwater Strategy was published in 2005 as a collaborative
approach between the Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BOPRC) and WBOPDC within the Bay
of Plenty to better manage urban stormwater and improve the water quality of discharges into
streams, rivers, Tauranga Harbour and Maketu Estuary. Actions within the strategy require
Territorial Authorities to obtain CSCs for urban areas in each district.
WBOPDC has decided to split its district into three distinct areas for the purpose of applying
for CSCs. These include the Western, Central and Eastern catchments. CMPs are being
prepared for each area.
The Central Catchment includes the existing and planned urban areas of Te Puna and the
Minden Lifestyle Zone.
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Figure 1: Overview Central Catchments
WBOPDC’s stormwater infrastructure has been established progressively as the district has
grown. A large portion of this growth has occurred in the last 30 years and stormwater
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infrastructure and planning has significantly changed during this time. As a result WBOPDC
has significant stormwater infrastructure that requires upgrading to meet current standards.
WBOPDC’s approach is to identify priority areas and progressively improve infrastructure and
discharge quality over the duration of the catchment consent term (35 years is sought).
Development can progress to meet accepted standards already established by levels of
service and best practice.

WHY COMPREHENSIVE STORMWATER CONSENTS?
Historically stormwater discharges have been considered and consented by the BOPRC on a
case by case basis. This means that WBOPDC and private developers had to apply for
discharge consent for each urban stormwater discharge. Consents from developers were than
vested into WBOPDC’s asset portfolio. This has resulted in a myriad of different consents all
of which have special conditions and different consent lapsing periods, which is not efficient
as it creates significant administration work and cost for both Councils.
The catchment resource consent looks at the entire urban catchment area in a holistic way
and provides a single consent document to manage discharges in that catchment and assets
associated with the management of stormwater such as culverts, drains, swales and ponds.
The benefits are a potential reduction in administration costs and consistent resource consent
conditions. It also helps the WBOPDC to manage the entire stormwater catchment by
identifying priority areas for capital works upgrades and maintenance. This creates efficient
capital expenditure and cost savings to the community.

THE CATCHMENT MANAGEMENT PLAN PROCESS
Figure 2 shows an overview of the planning process undertaken for the preparation of CMPs.
Sound strategies for catchment management require relevant information about the natural
attributes, infrastructure developments, social, cultural and ecological needs, human impact,
issues and economic development in a catchment.
The process of collating, processing and interpreting such information in a stormwater related
context is called a catchment assessment.
Throughout the CMPs we have shown “where we want to be” (catchment objectives), “where
we are at” (stormwater management issues), “how we want to get there” (recommendations
and implementation) and “what measures will be put in place to ensure that we are making
progress” (monitoring/review).
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Figure 2: Overview of CMP Process

The CMPs identify short and long term objectives for the catchment. The short term objectives
are linked to existing catchment values with the overall aim being to improve water quality and
to enhance the recreational values of the ecosystem within the urban areas of the catchment.
The short term objectives for stormwater management form the basis for identifying
management actions that can be implemented into the Asset Management Plan (AMP) within
a 3 - 5 year time period.
The long term commitments WBOPDC has made in the CMP include:






Providing for the integrated and comprehensive management of stormwater, based on
the design philosophy of minimising run-off and maximising quality through low impact
design solutions.
Implementing and maintaining stormwater management methods that mitigate adverse
effects on the water quality and water levels of the streams, rivers, Tauranga Harbour
and other receiving environments.
Progressive improvement of the existing stormwater system.
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The CMP approach to stormwater management has significant benefits to Council and the
community including:


Efficient and targeted use of Council funds;



Sequential and logical upgrades that support urban growth and intensification;



Improving water quality;



Reducing flood risks;



Maximising recreational opportunities of stormwater networks where practicable.

A five year review cycle of the CMPs has been proposed to allow sufficient time for information
gathering and for the uptake of new ideas and approaches. The review cycle is shown below.

Figure 3: CMP Improvement and Review
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IDENTIFIED ISSUES IN THE CENTRAL CATCHMENT
Stormwater management issues are considered to be factors that may or currently prevent
identified stormwater management objectives from being realised.
Each urban area has different issues due to the land uses that exist and the discharges that
occur into the water courses. These can be direct discharges (discharges from stormwater
pipes) or indirect discharges (such as runoff from sealed surfaces such as roads and hard
stand areas).
Specific stormwater quantity management issues have been identified through a review of
existing information, such as hydraulic analysis of the network, existing flood maps and
records of service requests made by the public.
Limited information has been available for stormwater quality management issues.
Fresh Water Solutions1 have sampled water quality, sediments in streams, benthic
macroinvertebrates, and fish throughout the district. The purpose of this assessment was to
provide an overall valuation of the health of the receiving environment whether it is a drain,
stream, river or the harbour. Assessment of water samples during recorded storm events
revealed that most sites fall below the 90% trigger values stated in the ANZECC (2000)
guidelines, except for Te Puke where metal concentrations (arsenic, chromium, copper, lead
and zinc) downstream of industrial land use exceeded the guidelines.
Within the Central Catchment no samples were taken as the presence of pollution sources
within the small settlements was deemed to be minor. However, in the small settlements a
desktop analysis was undertaken for the predominant subcatchment using the “contaminant
load model” to identify any potential issues with contamination. The subcatchments assessed
are shown in Figure 4.
The small settlements, are small urban areas with a development potential that is relatively
minor due to restrictions in the District Plan i.e. they are fully developed with little opportunity
for intensification. This includes Te Puna and Minden. The Minden Lifestyle Zone spans over
a significantly bigger footprint. Its development potential is regulated by a Structure Plan and
restricted by the difficult geological situation.
In small urban areas, stormwater from roofs is largely discharged to the ground and road runoff
is captured by a mixture of pipes and swales. Grass swales act as a treatment device by
cleaning the stormwater before it is discharged to the wider environment. Stormwater from the
small settlements is not likely to have adverse effects on the receiving environments provided
erosion control is adequate and stormwater swales are maintained.
No treatment has been incorporated in the contaminant load calculation even though some
degree of treatment is already exists, e.g. cesspits, swales etc. The results are therefore
conservative. The results for both assessed subcatchments reveal that the contaminant levels
fall below the relevant trigger values.

1

Environmental consultants specialising in ecology.
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Tauranga
Harbour

Te Puna
Estuary

Subcatchment with
poorest water quality.
Area: app. 1.56ha
Predict water quality.
Predominant
Outfall

Tributary of
Oturu Creek

Predominant
Outfall

Subcatchment with
poorest water quality.
Area: app. 22ha
Predict water quality.

Figure 4: Te Puna/Minden Predominant Subcatchments
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ACTIVITIES COVERED BY THE CSC – CONSENT APPLIED FOR
Under Section 9 (use of land), Section 12 (use of the coastal marine area), Section 13 (uses
of beds of lakes and rivers), Section 14 (taking, using, damming and diverting water, including
water in the coastal marine area) and Section 15 (discharging contaminants into water, land,
and air, including water, land and air in the coastal marine area) of the RMA, the following
types of activities are to be covered by the CSC.
Table 1: Stormwater Related Activities
Activity

Detail Description

Activities to be covered.
Discharges of
Stormwater

Stormwater discharges authorised by existing resource consents.
Existing stormwater discharges covered by permitted activity rules.
Stormwater from roofs, driveways, yards, carparks.
Stormwater from roads, streets, highways.
Contaminated stormwater from commercial premises.
Contaminated stormwater from small scale earthworks sites (e.g.
installation of utilities infrastructure).
Treated stormwater from industrial sites (restricted see below for
exclusions).

Maintenance Activities

Stormwater maintenance activities authorised by existing resource
consents.
Maintenance of stormwater treatment devices and systems.
Maintenance and replacement of stormwater infrastructure.
Repairs to structures, reinstatement of flood damaged works or
structures.
Litter/debris removal.

Stormwater Related
Activities in the Beds of
Rivers, Lakes,
Watercourses and in
the Coastal Marine
Area.

Installation and maintenance of inlet & outfall structures and associated
scour protection.
Installation and maintenance of energy dissipation devices and fish
passages.
Installation and maintenance of treatment devices/swales, debris
deflectors
Construction, operation and maintenance of stopbanks, floodgates,
spillways, pump stations, retention and detention structures and dams,
and weirs/measurement stations to protect property from flooding and
to safeguard communities.
Piping of watercourses/artificial lining, widening and channeling.
Sediment management, including channel realignment, diversions and
sediment relocation and, installation and maintenance of rock
revetment, training groynes and enhanced due care.
Weed control by herbicide, Vegetation removal and Vegetation
planting.
Pipeline crossings of streams/watercourses
Maintenance of flood ways/secondary flow paths.
Mitigation works and ecological enhancement works in streams and
watercourses.
Earthworks associated with installation of stormwater infrastructure
including detention dams, swale construction, protection works,
mitigation works, and flood ways.
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ACTIVITIES NOT COVERED BY THE CSC
WBOPDC has considered whether it should be responsible for industrial and greenfield
development activities within the catchment and has decided to leave this responsibility with
BOPRC. The reason for this is that stormwater discharge from industrial and greenfield
development activities poses a higher risk to the environment and requires site specific
solutions depending on what contaminants are likely to be generated. Resources and scientific
knowledge to assess such activities are required. This is a specialist area and the BOPRC
has the expertise. For this reason it makes sense for BOPRC to assess stormwater
management systems for all the industrial and greenfield development land in the catchments.
The stormwater related activities to be excluded from the CSC are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Stormwater Related Activities
Activity

Detail Description

Activities to be excluded.
(These activities shall still lie within the responsibility of the Regional Council.)
Discharges of
Stormwater

The discharge of contaminated stormwater from industrial and trade
premises.

Stormwater Related
Activities in the Beds of
Rivers, Lakes,
Watercourses and in
the Coastal Marine
Area.

Installation of stormwater infrastructure and treatment devices within
Green field development areas.

“Bulk” earthworks
(subdivision
development, land
contouring and other
large-scale land
development) and
Discharge of
contaminated stormwater
from “bulk” earthworks.

Resource consents for bulk earthworks and associated discharge of
contaminated stormwater will be required from Environment Bay of Plenty
when earthworks exceed the permitted activity conditions of the Regional
Land Management Plan.

Activities associated with installation of stormwater infrastructure
including detention dams, swale construction, protection works,
mitigation works, and flood ways within Green field development areas.

CONSULTATION
Recently Council has undertaken in-depth consultation with key stakeholders and the public
through the development of the Community Plans, Structure Plans, District Plans and Long
Term Plan (2012-2022).
Most of these plans partially address stormwater issues. However, as part of the CMP process
WBOPDC is seeking to provide for cultural, social, economic and environmental well-being of
their respective communities in the present and for the future. During the consultation process
WBOPDC provides the facts enclosed in the CMP and associated CSC and listens to the
views of affected parties.
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The purpose of consultation is:







To meet the consultation requirements of WBOPDC as a Local Authority and the
fulfilment of the Crown's Treaty obligations under the RMA;
To provide balanced information to people who may be affected by the proposal so
that they understand the issues and decisions to be made;
To increase awareness of sustainable development issues and empower the
community over their immediate environment.
To gain a better understanding of the cultural impact of any decision made;
To identify opportunities for the practical expression of kaitiakitanga within the CMP
process; and
To identify and understand community views, opinions, issues and concerns in relation
to stormwater management.

RECOGNITION OF TANGATA WHENUA VALUES AND VIEWS
The Treaty of Waitangi and the Resource Management Act require Local Government to take
into account the unique role and distinct cultural beliefs and traditions of Maori.
WBOPDC sees the Treaty Principle of ‘He here kia mohio’ – Cooperation and Consultation as
their duty and works with tangata whenua groups who claim manawhenua status within the
catchment area. Council is obliged under the Resource Management Act to consult in an open,
timely and meaningful way with those groups, and has a policy of promoting meaningful
partnership arrangements and processes with the local iwi.
Maori view water and other natural resources as taonga (treasures) with spiritual and
metaphysical properties.
These spiritual values are bound together within the mauri that empowers all living things, and
is fundamental to the mana (lifeblood) of iwi, hapu and whanau. Maori view water as an
essential element to sustaining life.
WBOPDC seeks the sharing of information on tangata whenua values and views to allow
informed decision-making in respect to the management of stormwater.

HOW WILL THE CSC AFFECT YOU?
The implementation of the CSC and associated CMP will not affect the day-to-day
management and maintenance of the stormwater network. It will effectively be business as
usual. However, the process will allow both Councils to apply a more holistic view to the
management of stormwater within the urban environment. Over time, where stormwater issues
have been identified as causing harm to the environment, WBOPDC will introduce stormwater
treatment options to the existing network. Such expenditure has already been integrated in to
WBOPDC’s Long Term Plan.
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PROGRAMME FOR LODGING THE CSC
Council has been working on the CMP for approximately 18 months gathering information,
defining the extent of catchments and consulting with stakeholder groups. A final round of
consultation will occur once the application is lodged with the BOPRC for consideration. This
will occur between May and July 2014. Our staff are available to answer questions during this
time.
The application will also be publicly notified. There will be an opportunity to make submissions
on the CSC. These will be heard at a Council hearing held by BOPRC, estimated sometime
in the second half of 2014.

WHO TO CONTACT IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS OR WOULD LIKE TO SHARE YOUR
VIEWS
During the consultation process there will be an online tool available for your convenience.
However, if you wish to communicate directly with the project team Coral-Lee Ertel will be
the primary point of contact for customer enquiries.
Coral-Lee Ertel
Utilities Asset Engineer Drainage
Western Bay of Plenty District Council
P: 07 579 6746
E: Coral-Lee.Ertel@westernbay.govt.nz
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GLOSSERY OF TERMS
ANZECC (2000) guidelines - Australian and New Zealand Guidelines for Fresh and Marine
Water Quality guidelines, developed by the Australian and New Zealand Environment and
Conservation Council (ANZECC).
Benthic Macroinvertebrates – Aquatic animals without backbones that live on rocks, logs,
sediment, debris and aquatic plants within fresh or salt water during some period in their life.
Examples are clams and a variety of worms.
Catchment Management Plan (CMP) – Plan, which identifies the catchment area and
develops the rules and conditions for the management of the stormwater within them.
Comprehensive Stormwater Consent (CSC) - Resource Consent for the development and
maintenance of stormwater assets and the control of discharges to the environment resulting
from development in a defined urban area.
BOPRC – Bay of Plenty Regional Council
Regional Stormwater Strategy – contains an overview of the objectives, issues and options
to better manage urban stormwater and improve the water quality of discharges.
Stormwater - Water that falls to the ground runs off the surface into streams, lakes, marine
areas or underground aquifers and includes the contaminants washed off surfaces by water.
This water all eventually finds its way to the sea.
Swales – a grass channel to direct stormwater, filter contaminants and reduce erosion.
Tangata Whenua - Tāngata whenua is a Māori term of the indigenous peoples of New
Zealand and literally means "people of the land", from tāngata 'people' and whenua 'land'.
WBOPDC – Western Bay of Plenty District Council
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Creating Value through Productive Knowledge
SERVICES AT A GLANCE
Project Management
Project Procurement and Contract Management
Asset Management
Lean Management
Risk Management
Integrated Water Management
Integrated Coastal Zone Management
Urban Development
Sustainable Development
Business Development

http://www.pms-ltd.co.nz
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2014
Western Bay of Plenty District Council
Comprehensive Stormwater Consent Application
& Catchment Management Plan

Western Bay of Plenty District Council

These “Frequently Asked Questions” have
been designed to help you understand the
planning and consultation process for this
project and should be read in conjunction
with the other consultation material.

Frequently
Asked Questions

Kathy Thiel‐Lardon
(Professional Management Services 2009 Ltd)
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WHAT IS A COMPREHENSIVE STORMWATER CONSENT?
The Bay of Plenty Regional Stormwater Strategy 2005 aids a collaborative approach between
the Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BOPRC) and Western Bay of Plenty District Council
(WBOPDC) within the Bay of Plenty to better manage urban stormwater in the district to
improve water quality and protect our waterways.
The strategy requires Territorial Authorities to obtain stormwater discharge consents for their
urban areas in a comprehensive way and to establish Catchment Management Plans that
describe any stormwater management initiatives and controls to be implemented.
A Comprehensive Stormwater Consent (CSC) is an approval from the Bay of Plenty Regional
Council to undertake any stormwater related activities for an entire urban catchment or a group
of urban catchments for which the application was made.
Western Bay of Plenty District Council was granted a CSC Authority for Omokoroa in
2005 and is currently applying for another three urban catchment groups (Western, Central
and Eastern Catchments) to cover the entire District.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS CONSULTATION PROCESS?
A Comprehensive Stormwater Resource Consent (CSC) is being applied for by WBOPDC in
order to better manage stormwater related activities.
Stakeholders from a wide variety of interest groups have been identified and are invited to
consult on the CSC Application and the associated draft Catchment Management Plan.
The purpose of consultation includes:


Meeting the statutory requirements (to follow consultation processes defined in the
RMA).



Communicating (to provide stakeholders with key messages of the consent process).



Informing (to provide balanced information to people who may be affected by the
consent so that they understand the issues, any decisions to be made, to increase
awareness of sustainable development and to empower the community over their
immediate environment).



Listening (to learn how external parties view the project, its risks, impacts, opportunities
and mitigation measures and to gain a better understanding of the cultural views and
values within the catchment).



Identifying (to define resource management issues, potential effects and ways to resolve
them).



Reporting (to document consultation activities and their outcomes).



Incorporating (to integrate stakeholder feedback into the final CMP where appropriate).
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WHY IS WBOPDC APPLYING FOR A COMPREHENSIVE STORMWATER
CONSENT?
Currently WBOPDC holds over 200 stormwater related Resource Consents with BOPRC, all
of which cover different activities, rules and monitoring requirements. They all have expiry
dates and have to be renewed at different times. The cost and logistics of managing those
multiple consents is draining valuable resources. With the CSC’s in place, WBOPDC will only
have to manage four stormwater related consents district wide, which is far more efficient.

WHAT IS STORMWATER?
Stormwater is water that originates during rainfall events. Rainwater that does not soak into
the ground where it falls becomes surface run-off. This run-off travels by gravity along
natural flowpaths into waterways. Due to development, the natural flowpaths have been
altered and now the majority of the urban stormwater is conveyed via manmade stormwater
systems. Stormwater is of concern for two reasons, stormwater quantity issues and
stormwater quality issues. If not managed correctly, the volume and timing of the surface runoff can create flooding. The run-off can also collect contaminants from the land it travels
through to the waterways, which can result in water pollution.

WHAT IS STORMWATER MANAGEMENT?
The term “stormwater management” covers all those activities that actually or potentially affect
the quantity and quality of surface run-off and provide opportunities for avoiding or mitigating
the adverse effects of stormwater on the receiving environment.

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR MANAGING STORMWATER?
We are all responsible for managing our own stormwater and ensuring that we protect the
water quality of our local waterways by addressing any potential sources of pollution on our
properties.
However, there are a number of current statutory and regulatory requirements that deal with
stormwater management which sets out the overall responsibilities for managing
stormwater.
The main drivers are:
-

The Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) whose purpose requires those with
functions, powers and duties under it to drive the “sustainable management” of our
natural resources (like soil and water) and physical resources (including stormwater
assets).

-

The Local Government Act 2002 (LGA) which requires local authorities to take a
“sustainable development” approach and take into account the social, economic and
cultural interests of people and communities.

-

The Building Act 1991 (and consequently the Building Code) which requires that all
building work is adequately protected from flooding and that the effects of new
developments do not worsen any existing flooding downstream.
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The RMA (Part 4) sets out the functions, powers, and duties of Central and Local
Government. As such it gives BOPRC:
“(c) the control of the use of land for the purpose of (i)
soil conservation:
(ii) the maintenance and enhancement of the quality of water in water bodies and
coastal water:
(iii) the maintenance of the quantity of water in water bodies and coastal water:
(iiia) the maintenance and enhancement of ecosystems in water bodies and coastal
water:
(iv) the avoidance or mitigation of natural hazards:
(v) the prevention or mitigation of any adverse effects of the storage, use, disposal,
or transportation of hazardous substances:
…
(f) the control of discharges of contaminants into or onto land, air, or water and discharges
of water into water:”
In 2005 the BOPRC released the Bay of Plenty Regional Stormwater Strategy with the intent
to better manage urban stormwater and protect our waterways.
BOPRC also provides significant direction through planning documents like the Bay of Plenty
Regional Policy Statement, Bay of Plenty Regional Coastal Environment Plan and the Bay of
Plenty Regional Water and Land Plan, which state objectives and rules in regards to
stormwater management.
BOPRC’s technical guidelines are designed to help local authorities as well as private property
owners to better manage their stormwater. Hence, stormwater management can be divided
into public stormwater systems and private stormwater systems.

WHAT IS A PUBLIC STORMWATER SYSTEM?
There are a number of public stormwater systems which WBOPDC is responsible for. These
systems provide for the collection and conveyance of stormwater from roads and developed
areas.
Typically run-off from urban areas (such as roads, driveways and properties) is collected via
kerb and channel and catchpits. It is then conveyed through a limited piped network and/or
open drains to discharge to land, streams or coastal margins.
These systems are designed to manage stormwater quantity and prevent flooding to an
agreed level of service.
In recent years the public stormwater systems have also been designed to manage
stormwater quality. The public assets now include swales, retention ponds and wetlands.
All public stormwater systems have to comply with the requirements of BOPRC’s planning
documents and may require a Resource Consent.
The Comprehensive Stormwater Consent Application is for all public stormwater systems
within the identified urban catchment areas and includes some of the private stormwater
systems (see below).
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WHAT IS A PRIVATE STORMWATER SYSTEM?
A private stormwater system is where stormwater is managed and disposed of by the
property owner.
Run-off is collected on-site and either fed into the public stormwater
system (where it exists) or discharged directly to streams or ground soakage. Private
stormwater run-off may be reduced where roof water is collected for drinking water or other
purposes. Private properties also need to comply with the requirements of BOPRC’s planning
documents.
A private stormwater system which is discharging to the public stormwater system also needs
to comply with any Resource Consent rules of that system. The Comprehensive Stormwater
Consent will set out area based rules rather than outfall-based rules, which is currently the
case.
If your property lies within the identified urban catchment areas and discharges into the public
stormwater system, then the stormwater run-off from your property will be included within the
CSC. However, WBOPDC will produce a Stormwater Bylaw which will outline the rules to
comply with, once the CSC has been granted.
The CSC will not authorise any private stormwater discharge that does not enter the public
stormwater system. Should these private stormwater discharges exceed the trigger values of
BOPRC’s planning documents, then an independent Resource Consent from the BOPRC has
to be applied for by the property owner.
Properties with industrial land-use will have to apply for independent Resource Consent from
the Regional Council prior to discharge. Proof of compliance with the Resource Consent has to
be forwarded to WBOPDC’s Compliance team if the discharge feeds into a public
stormwater system.

WHAT IS A CATCHMENT MANAGEMENT PLAN?
Catchment Management Plans (CMP) are non-statutory plans, which are prepared to
manage stormwater related issues within a catchment.
The CMP’s identify:
-

Relevant information about the urban catchment in question

-

Water quantity management issues

-

Water quality management issues

-

Values/threats to community interests (e.g. environmental, social, cultural and economic)

These provisions will be given effect through the CSC process and the findings may be
incorporated in the District Plan, Asset Management Plan and/or Annual Plan and potentially
in the Development Code.
An extensive planning process has been undertaken for the preparation of the Draft CMP’s,
which incorporates the following:
-

Describes the scope/purpose of the CMP

-

Identifies stormwater related activities to be covered/excluded from the CSC

-

Identifies management objectives

-

Identifies the legislative background and key stakeholders
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-

Describes the catchment

-

Identifies existing catchment conditions

-

Identifies values of the catchment

-

Identifies threats to these values

-

Identifies management issues/causes

-

Identifies potential management options

-

Presents recommendation for performance monitoring

WHAT ARE WE DOING TO PLAN FOR CURRENT AND FUTURE DEMAND?
WBOPDC has taken a proactive approach and is proposing to review the hydraulic models for
each urban area to analyse the current and future capacity needs of the public stormwater
systems based on the agreed level of service over the next five years.
The results will be used to identify any capital and renewal projects necessary to remedy
maintenance and capacity issues.

WHAT IMPACT HAS THE CSC ON MY PROPERTY?
The day-to-day management of the existing public stormwater assets will remain the same,
however there will be increased planning and monitoring as part of the CSC. Once planning
has concluded there may be a need for additional assets in order to fulfil the agreed level of
service, as well as to improve the stormwater quality.
The main changes are around the enforcement of responsibilities for, and controls of, the
urban stormwater. As such BOPRC will give more powers to WBOPDC, but this will require
increased monitoring of stormwater quantity and quality by both organisations. WBOPDC will
have to ensure that private stormwater management systems (if they discharge into a public
system) comply with the requirements of the CSC. This will be achieved through a new
Stormwater Bylaw.

WHAT IS THE FINANCIAL IMPACT?
The reduced number of consents will provide some cost savings to Council. Regardless of the
CSC there will be costs associated with the management of stormwater quality, which
previously had not been a core focus. Council has already allocated funds in their Long Term
Plan for stormwater quality improvements.
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Consultation Form
Comprehensive Stormwater Consent (CSC)
and associated Catchment Management Plans (CMP)
– Central Catchments
Thank you for participating, your feedback is important to us. Your input will be used to
help develop our Catchment Management Plans for the Central Catchment.
Please fill out and return this feedback form to us via email to Coral-Lee.Ertel@westernbay.govt.nz
Please note, these details are optional and will be used by Council to provide feedback on your concerns to
you in person.
Name:
Address:

Phone:

Email:

Did you review the materials regarding this project on our webpage?

√ YES ☐
√ NO ☐

What are your key areas of interest or concern regarding Stormwater Management?
(√ check all that apply)
☐ Regulations
☐ Flooding
☐ Surface water quality
☐ Biodiversity
☐ Public involvement in the decision-making process
☐ Outreach and education
☐ Other

1

[Type here]

What do you think Council should be most focused on to prevent flooding?
Please rank Stormwater Management Tasks from 1 (low) to 5 (high) priority.
Stormwater Management Task – Stormwater Quantity

Rank

Increase capacity in stormwater system / installing bigger pipes.
Installation of automated flood warning systems (river heights and rainfall monitoring)

What do you think Council should be most focused on to prevent stormwater pollution?
Please rank Stormwater Management Tasks from 1 (low) to 5 (high) priority.
Stormwater Management Task – Stormwater Quality

Rank

Low impact design / increase green stormwater infrastructure.
Fixing existing stormwater structures/ increased maintenance of the stormwater system.
Public education.
Building more stormwater control structures.
Increased scientific research and monitoring of water quality.
Stricter environmental regulations.

Do you have any additional comments?

If you require more room, please use a separate sheet and include it with this form.

2
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Regarding changes to Healthy Household Habits that positively affect water quality and protect our
waterways, are you:
☐ Already changing your habits.
☐ Very willing to change your habits.
☐ Would consider change your habits, if I knew what to do.
☐ Not interested.

Would you like to be kept informed of the outcome of this consultation process? √ YES ☐
[If yes, please ensure contact details on first page of this form are filled in.]

√ NO ☐
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Pirirakau
Incorporated Society
Cultural Impact
Assessment 2014
Western Bay of Plenty District Council Catchment Management Plan for
Stormwater Management
Pirirakau maintains a historical association and involvement with their rohe (tribal area). This
Cultural Impact Assessment has been prepared to inform the Catchment Management Plan and
Comprehensive Stormwater Consent for Stormwater Management in the Central Catchment of
the associated Pirirakau cultural values.
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Pirirakau Pepeha1

Ko Mauao te Maunga

Mauao is the Mountain

Ko Takitimu te Waka

Takitimu is the ancestral Canoe

Ko Te Awanui te moana

Tauranga is our sea

Ko Wairoa te awa

Wairoa is our river

Ko Pirirakau te hapu

Pirirakau is our hapu

Ko Ngati Ranginui te Iwi

Ngati Ranginui is our Iwi

Ko Takitimu te waka

Takitimu is our waka2

Ko Tamatea Arikinui te Tangata

Tamatea Arikinui is our Ancestor

Tamatea Arikinui
Rongokako
Tamateapokaiwhenua
Ranginui

(Ngati Ranginui)

Tutereinga (Pirirakau)

1. Executive summary
Pirirakau maintains a historical association and involvement of their rohe tribal area. The
Pirirakau rohe extends from the Wairoa River to the Waipapa River from the sea to the Kaimai
ridge with extended interests into Athenree encompassing all associated land and catchments.
The Crown has recognised this significance of Pirirakau in the Treaty of Waitangi Claims
Settlement3.

1

Pepeha is what identifies a Maori individual, hapu or iwi and what they recognise as their whakapapa.
Pepeha will usually consist of their connection to the waka their people arrived on, their mountain, sea,
river, iwi, hapu, marae, ancestors and family.
2
Pirirakau maintain links through whakapapa and intermarriage various waka including the Mataatua and
Tainui however for the purpose of this CIA and the origins of the chiefs of Pirirakau the Takitimu is quoted.
3
New Zealand Government, Waitangi Tribunal. (2004). Te Raupatu o Tauranga Moana. New Zealand
Government.
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Pirirakau have an inherent responsibility to assess how an activity impacts upon the cultural
values of the hapu, and respond accordingly.
Pirirakau traditional management systems are instituted in the oral traditions and recorded
phases of what is known to Maori as “Te Orokohanga” or The Creation. These management
systems also incorporate the Pirirakau world view. Cultural values and the underpinning
principals derived from traditional management acknowledge the relationship between people
and the environment. This relationship must be maintained in order to sustain a critical balance
between the needs and demands of humans, both spiritually and physically, and the natural
environment.
Pirirakau protocol requires that every effort must be taken to avoid the adverse effects of
modifications through any activity which seeks to modify or change the existing land or
waterscapes within the Pirirakau rohe. Pirirakau contribute to every opportunity to ensure their
cultural values and associations are regarded, respected and protected. Pirirakau cannot reverse
the history and degradation of lands we have been alienated from through colonial confiscation
and our interests do not cease regardless of loss of ownership. We maintain our spiritual and
physical links to this area and continue to impose our presence upon any party which seeks to
further modify the Pirirakau rohe in order to fulfil our obligations as kaitiaki guardians.
Many other documents prepared on behalf of the hapu in particular Nga Taonga tuku iho 2004
Pirirakau Hapu Environmental Management Plan5 (currently under review) articulate the impact
of development on Pirirakau cultural values, sites of significance and history. Several examples
are provided below, wahi tapu and wahi taonga6 areas have been inundated and lost. As a result,
named and active associations are broken and Pirirakau’s cultural relationship with the areas,
places and/or sites is weakened and damaged;

5
6

•

previously valuable mahinga kai areas have been similarly destroyed or diminished and in
instances access to existing resources has also been adversely affected;

•

tidal movement within systems has been disrupted; impacting biological lifecycles of te
tini a Tangaroa progeny of Tangaroa;

•

development by demand approach is typically adopted enthusiastically by other sectors
who then systematically modify these areas for purposes that typically do not align to the
values and aspirations of the hapu. This results in further weakening of Pirirakau’s
interests and the erosion of the hapu’s rights in these areas;

•

as with existing resource management regimes throughout Tauranga Moana, Pirirakau’s
interests in the ownership, management, usage and access to a site or resource never
receives recognition let alone priority attention and the hapu are invariably subordinated
to other economic centred interests;

Rolleston, P. (2004). Nga Taonga tuku iho - Pirirakau Environmental Management Plan. Tauranga.
Wahi tapu and wahi taonga are an association of Pirirakau to their sacred and treasured places.
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•

the character of traditional landscapes, water bodies and ecological environs continue to
be irrevocably modified.

Pirirakau hapu are committed to these cultural values but are not limited to:
•

Protecting the mana of the hapu;

•

Maintaining our spiritual and physical cultural beliefs;

•

Protecting the sensitive sites and burial grounds of our tupuna;

•

supporting and restoring abundant mahinga kai resources, particularly restoration in
areas where they formerly flourished;

•

protecting the quality of the waters of Tauranga moana and our rivers and water
linkages;

•

protecting wahi tapu / wahi taonga;

•

protecting cultural land and seascapes;

•

achieving a sufficient ‘cap’ on development in areas of cultural sensitivity;

•

the Protection, enhancement and maintenance of Mauri;

•

the protection of taonga (natural environment and resources)

•

enhancing access to areas of cultural significance and mahinga kai throughout our rohe
tribal area;

Maintaining appropriate consultation and meaningful engagement with stakeholders who either
have a legitimate intent to form a relationship or, may have a requirement to engage for the
purpose of a consent process

2. Introduction
Te Puna and the Minden known by Pirirakau as Te Rangituanehu which is how this CIA will
reference the area meaning the setting of the sun as explained by a Pirirakau kaumatua form a
portion of the Pirirakau rohe tribal area. The Pirirakau rohe extends from the Wairoa River to the
Waipapa River from the moana sea to the Kaimai ridge with extended interests into Athenree.
Pirirakau hapu host four marae Tutereinga Marae, Poututerangi Marae, Paparoa Marae situated
in the heart of Te Puna and Tawhitinui Marae situated to the north at Whakamarama.
6
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Figure 1: Map supplied by Moffa Biskell for the purpose of treaty settlements
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The purpose of this CIA report is to provide a general discussion of Pirirakau cultural values and
connections to Te Puna and Te Rangituanehu identified by Western Bay of Plenty District Council
(WBOPDC) as the Central Catchment being identified in the formation of a Central Management
Plan (CMP) for Stormwater Management and attempts to articulate the legal basis for their
consideration of consenting authorities under the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) .
The comprehensive consent WBOPDC are seeking follows as an action from the Bay of Plenty
Regional Stormwater Strategy, which was prepared jointly with the Regional and District Councils
from the Bay of Plenty.
This Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) has been commissioned by Western Bay of Plenty District
Council. This CIA has been prepared for and on behalf of Pirirakau hapu in response to a pre
application Comprehensive Stormwater Consent (CMS) for a stormwater management
framework in relation to the Te Puna and Te Rangituanehu areas or Central Catchment.
A requirement of a resource consent application is to provide an assessment of cultural effects.
The application is in pre application stage and is yet to be lodged meeting the requirements
under the RMA.
The purpose of this Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) is to provide a cultural perspective by Pirirakau
in relation to the proposed stormwater management regime. The assessment explains the Pirirakau
historical and contemporary relationship to the area. The CIA identifies key values of importance to
Pirirakau and explains how these values are impacted by the proposal. The assessment also
identifies some key issues from a Pirirakau perspective and recommends mitigation measures to
address the issues. Pirirakau provide a detailed response presenting issues and recommendations
for mitigation of this application.

3. Background summary
On the 12th of March 2014 WBOPDC contacted Pirirakau Incorporated Society via email
correspondence with the Pirirakau Environment Manager requesting a CIA to culturally inform a
Comprehensive Stormwater Consent (CMS) for a Catchment Management Plan (CMP) for the
management of stormwater discharge in the Central Catchment.
In 2009 a proposed District Plan Review introduced the Lifestyle Zones to provide semi-rural
living close to urbanised areas breathing life into a WBOPDC concept which enabled a variation to
form the Minden Structure Plan Area titled Variation 1 to the Proposed District Plan Review in
September 2010.
Pirirakau were submitters to the Variation with submissions closing 22 October 2010. Within our
submission Pirirakau outlined issues of concern environmentally and culturally with stormwater
discharge, housing development, housing activities run off, land stability and equestrian use.
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Variation 1 became Operative on 16 June 20127.
There have since been meetings with New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) 2013 in regards to
the Te Rangituanehu/Minden Intersection and the provision of safer roading solutions.
The background has informed Pirirakau as the manawhenua8 hapu of the area that there is
evidence which reflects the potential population growth of the Te Rangituanehu area thus
increasing variable activity of stormwater discharge, whilst the population is predominantly
stable in the Te Puna area due to its zoning the requirement for a more robust stormwater
management framework has merit.
Pirirakau approach this Resource Consent Application with a view that stormwater management
through a comprehensive consent from a Pirirakau perspective may lift the burden of multiple
application responses and believes there is merit to managing stormwater in a better formulated
way.
This view may change in time if proven that a stormwater management plan fails to address
variable conditions such as;








cultural impacts
altered weather patterns
growth of population and associated effects
farming activities
increased agrichemical applications
land management
land stability

All of these factors may in turn form implications or impacts on a Pirirakau cultural value as a
direct result of a failed process. An example of a process failing was the experience Pirirakau
were confronted with throughout the duration of development at Lynley Park situated in
Omokoroa U14 (712)9. There was no process in place or an area set aside as a reserve to rebury in
the event of the discovery of ko iwi skeletal remains or burials which predated European
occupation. Though there are earthwork protocols now set in place between WBOPDC and
Pirirakau this provides additional evidence where activity of land change use poses ongoing
threats and that the cultural impacts may be high and are at times not considered. The issue of a
reserve area is further discussed in Section 4, 4.4 Archaeology of this CIA.
Pirirakau regard the natural environment as taonga treasure/intrinsic value and we undertake
every effort to ensure the best practices are applied to all activity affecting the natural
environment.

7

Western Bay of Plenty District Council. (2012). Variation 1 - Lifestyle Zones and Minden Structure Plan Area.
Retrieved 2014, from Western Bay of Plenty District Council: http://www.westernbay.govt.nz/Keypublications/DistrictPlan/Archived-District-Plans-and-Plan-Changes/Proposed-Plan/Minden-Lifestyle-Zone/
8
Mana whenua gives the respective iwi or hapu entitlement to speak over a geographical area with
authority.
9
New Zealand Archaeological Association Record Number
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Pirirakau is particularly interested in restorative projects and developing the capacity of Pirirakau
to be able to lead and achieve such projects that seek to restore, enhance or protect the mauri of
the land and water. Protection and/or enhancement of the Pirirakau rohe are a priority for
Pirirakau.

4. The Application
This comprehensive stormwater consent application is seeking consent for 35 years.
This CIA upon evaluation of the technical summary report provided on this consent application
and the consents purpose and what the consent shall cover has identified many benefits to the
District Council but are not limited to;





Manage all stormwater discharge and associated assets;
Identify areas prioritise capital works upgrades and maintenance;
Remove differing consent lapsing times;
Make reductions in administration costs;

It is noted that the CMP will not cover stormwater discharges from industrial areas.
The granting of a Resource Consent for the period of 35 years does not remove a cultural concern
should it arise throughout the duration of consent and further it should not impose the removal
of a tangata whenua voice or perspective.
Relief sought
As a condition of the CSC;
Pirirakau shall reserve the right to engage with WBOPDC on any cultural concern or issue which
may arise throughout the life of the consent in relation to any stormwater management effect.
Where Relief Sought appears throughout this CIA the relevant requirements to Pirirakau shall be
included in Section 11 Recommendations for Mitigation

4.1 Assessment of Environmental Effects
Any Resource Consent application under the RMA must be accompanied by an assessment of
environmental effects to date Pirirakau have received the Western Bay of Plenty District Council
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Consent-Non technical summary report.
In order to make a full assessment of cultural values Pirirakau request a copy of an AEE for review
pre application stage however this CIA has been formed on the basis of the Technical Summary
Report and a copy of the full report has been requested for the purpose of information storage
by Pirirakau.
Consents normally include an assessment of environmental effects (AEE), the CSC technical
summary report indicates that there has been thorough investigation of water quality in the
district however only a desktop analysis had been undertaken for the CMP.
Freshwater Solutions 1:
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Relays that samples have been taken across the district and most areas fell below the trigger
values of the Australian and New Zealand Environment and Conservation Council (ANZECC)
200010 guidelines with the exception of Te Puke.
The Ministry for Environment New Zealand states11
“The ANZECC 2000 was developed to provide an authoritative guide for setting water quality
objectives required to sustain current or likely future, environmental values (uses) for
natural and semi-natural water resources in Australia and New Zealand."

“These guidelines provide an authoritative reference for water quality management in New
Zealand - particularly for toxic contaminants. The guidelines play a vital role in the
management of water quality in both New Zealand and Australia. They provide methods for
setting limits on pollutant concentrations in freshwater, coastal and marine environments”.
The CMS technical summary report states there have been no samples taken within the central
catchment as the presence of pollution sources was deemed minor and that a desktop analysis
had been undertaken using the “contamination load model” for the predominant catchment.
Table 1 Stormwater Related Activities;
This table reflect activities which may occur through the duration of the Consent as this is a
WBOPDC Plan it must make provision under the RMA and under its own District Plan and Policies
to consult with tangata whenua in the event of any cultural concern occurring.
Relief sought
An ANZECC Case Studies Paper prepared by Neva Collings12 outlines Indigenous Cultural and
Spiritual Values in Water Quality Planning. This paper is specific to Australian indigenous peoples
their cultural and spiritual values for improved water quality projects that meet the guidelines
and its trigger values whilst incorporating in a manner which accounts indigenous peoples
traditional methods of restoration.
Opportunities may exist within the ANZECC to incorporate areas of stormwater run-off ponds
and rejuvenation of Maori traditional restorative projects as case studies in the CMP in
collaboration between WBOPDC and Pirirakau.
All Stormwater Activities as listed in Table 1 of the CSC technical summary report which attract
consultation due to effects under the RMA shall be ongoing and on a case by case basis.

10

Australian and New Zealand Environment Conservation Council (ANZECC). (2000). ANZECC 2000.
Australia: Australian Government.
11
New Zealand Government. (2012). ANZECC water quality guidelines - October 2000. Retrieved 2014, from
Ministry for Environment: http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/water/anzecc-water-quality-guide02/anzecc-water-quality-guide-02-pdfs.html
12
Collings, N. (2012). Australian Government Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population
and Communities Indigenous cultural and Spiritual Values in Water Quality Planning . Australian
Government.
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4.2 Pirirakau perspective on environmental effects
The relationship between Pirirakau and the watercourses within the Pirirakau rohe remains intact
and is uninterrupted. Pirirakau and other hapu and iwi have witnessed the decline of fish stocks,
mauri, water quality and incremental ecological damage.
The following passage provides a demonstration of a cultural impact. The bursting of the Ruahihi
dam caused the removal of many native plant species along the Wairoa River. A Ngati Kahu kuia
Minnie Gotz who has recently passed away and was knowledgeable of the river communicated in
the past to the CIA writer that she wept upon this event as Harakeke flax that her tupuna used for
weaving purposes was lost as well as the physical traditional plant materials this view is held by
Pirirakau also.
It is not clear as yet what environmental or cultural impact the effects of stormwater and its
management will have within the central catchment over the 35 year life of the consent, we
consider that the following issues be addressed.
•

The cumulative effects of the activity on the tributaries of the Wairoa River, Te Puna
Stream, Moana and all watercourses or streams within the area identified as the central
catchment for the purpose of the CSC;

•

Effect on mauri of watercourses;

•

Sediment control through the instability of Te Rangituanehu;

•

The foreshore and or bed of the Wairoa River, Te Puna Stream and Moana being
disturbed and culturally inappropriate foreign matter being deposited or embedded into
them;

•

Hazards which include land instability and sea level rise.

•

Continuance of mahinga kai/mahinga maataitai (places to gather food/fishing grounds);

•

The protection of all indigenous biodiversity within the aforementioned environs.

Relief sought
Include ecological restorative measures in relation to stormwater dispersal to natural
watercourses or pond collection areas.Encourage and promote the replenishment of native plant
species in communication with Pirirakau to promote native fauna, to provide emission benefits
and promote birdlife.
Pirirakau request a remunerated opportunity to undertake such works.

12
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4.3

Cultural Effects
The application did not seek consultation of Pirirakau as the manawhenua hapu in the central
catchment and other than the commissioning of this CIA no formal consultation took place.
Consultation must take place with an affected party in this case Pirirakau to seek what the
cultural effects are of Pirirakau as the manawhenua hapu and tangata whenua so that the nature
and scale of effects may be determined.
Only Pirirakau may determine what the cultural effects of this application are. Such cultural
effects are outlined through the entirety of this CIA and are condensed in Section 11
Recommendations for mitigation.
A relevant CIA response to this application has since been sought by the applicant WBOPDC.

4.4

Archaeology

The CSC Technical Report Summary does not make reference to archaeology. The Historic Places
Act 1993; In achieving the purpose of the Act, all persons exercising functions and powers under
it shall recognise— (c) the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their
ancestral lands, water, sites, wahi tapu, and other taonga.
Maori occupation archaeology is an intensive landscape feature within the Western Bay of Plenty
District. The New Zealand Archaeological Association archsite/ website provide a record scheme
of archaeological sites in New Zealand. The following figure indicates the intensive archaeology
recordings in the Te Puna area.
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Figure 2 Archaeological sites in the Te Puna area15

As Te Rangituanehu in particular has not been fully developed in forming the Minden Lifestyle
Plan intensification of stormwater effects through its development may have an effect on
archaeology.
Relief sought
1.

Where archaeological discoveries may be discovered due to Stormwater related activity
and as a condition of the CSC, Pirirakau will be notified and WBOPDC cultural monitoring
protocols shall apply.
2. A Reserve area is sought by Pirirakau in the event any ko iwi discoveries are made
allowing for reburials discovered at Te Rangituanehu.
The following map has been supplied by WBOPDC staff Mark Bougen identifying possible Council
owned land where such a reserve may be appropriate. This is an indicative map only and is in
interim format pending the completion and supply of an accurate map and correct map title.

15

New Zealand Archaeology Association. (2014). Archaeological Site Recording Scheme. Retrieved from
NZAA archsite: http://nzaa.eaglegis.co.nz/nzaa/Map viewer
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Figure 3 WBOPDC owned land in the Te Puna and Te Rangituanehu area16

5. Legal description
This application is not defined by a legal description as it covers a geographic area with a
designation defined by WBOPDC as the Central Catchment within their jurisdiction which includes
Te Puna and Te Rangituanehu (The Minden) areas.

6. Pirirakau Incorporated Society Structure
Pirirakau Incorporated Society holds a mandate on behalf of its constituency representing over
600 hapu members to promote the cultural, environmental and social well-being and interests of
its members. Pirirakau form the largest membership of Ngati Ranginui iwi.
Ngati Ranginui the Iwi is represented by 7 Hapu:
Pirirakau
Ngati Kahu/Ngati Pango/Ngati Rangi
Ngati Hangarau
16

Map supplied by WBOPDC
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Ngai Tamarawaho
Ngati Ruahine
Ngai Te Ahi
Ngati Te Wai
Pirirakau host four marae Tutereinga Marae, Poututerangi Marae, Paparoa Marae and Tawhitinui
Marae
Pirirakau deal directly with Resource Management issues through the Pirirakau Incorporated
Society whose major portfolio currently is centred on the environment. We maintain a hapu
presence in local government planning processes.
Additionally and although Pirirakau hold manawhenua17 over this rohe identified by WBOPDC as
the central catchment this CIA indicates but does not voice the individual concerns or interests
which may exist of other hapu and iwi who are formerly recognised in this CIA, they are;
Ngati Pango
Ngati Ranginui
The hapu Ngati Pango have interests close to the Wairoa River within the affected Plan area and
Pirirakau have interests toward the Te Puna Stream.

7. Cultural Impact Assessment and Objectives
7.1

Objectives

This CIA records the potential impacts on tangata whenua but does not eliminate any issues that
may arise in the future or during the course of this consultative process. A CIA never signals an
end of tangata whenua interest, it forms part of a cultural assessment as part of the process of
consultation and is a basis of sharing relevant information in documented format.
The objectives of this report are:
1.
To provide information on the nature and extent of Pirirakau cultural values
associated with the subject area that are protected by the provisions of the Resource
Management Act 1991, in particular sections 6(e), 7(a) and 8; and
2.
To assess the impact of this applications proposal (being informed by Pirirakau
background information on the cultural interests of Pirirakau).

7.2

Purpose

To provide advice to the assessment of effects by the CSC application on behalf of the applicant;
Western Bay of Plenty District Council meeting their obligations under the Resource
Management Act 1991 and other statutory context including;
•

Providing information relevant to Pirirakau cultural values;

17

Mana whenua gives the respective iwi or hapu entitlement to speak over a geographical area with
authority.
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7.3

•

Preservation and protection of taonga natural and historic environment and wahi
taonga treasured and sacred places within the Te Puna, Te Rangituanehu area;

•

Providing information to ensure the appropriate consideration of Section 104 of
the RMA and subject to the outlined Part 2 matters when making a decision on
this resource consent application;

•

Section 108 of the RMA - Consideration of appropriate conditions of the resource
consent;

•

Citation of statutory context considered relevant to Pirirakau hapu objectives.

Methodology

The following process was engaged for the preparation of this CIA:
•

Desktop review of relevant legislative requirements pertaining to the proposal and
application.

•

Review Pirirakau Hapu Environmental Management Plan, Nga taonga tuku iho 2004
(currently under review) and other Iwi planning documents e.g. Ngati Ranginui Policies
and Te Awanui Iwi Management Plan 2008.

•

Incorporate relevant information including oral and meeting recorded communication
of Pirirakau hapu kaumatua into the CIA.

•

Hapu comments and overview on history and values of area, impacts of proposal on the
subject area subsequently the hapu values, collated and contributed to the CIA;

•

CIA drafted and circulated to Pirirakau Incorporated Society;

•

CIA presented to applicant

This CIA is informed on the basis of this methodology.

8. Consultation with Pirirakau
Pirirakau Incorporated Society have prepared this CIA on behalf of its constituency in order to
evaluate the impacts and effects of this proposal which affect our taonga (treasure or intrinsic
value) being the natural environment and wahi taonga of the catchment area, Te Puna and Te
Rangituanehu and the implications on our cultural values.
To the authors knowledge which is supported by kaumatua of Pirirakau only tangata whenua
kaitiaki (guardian) who are mandated or authorised and who whakapapa (genealogical ties) or a
suitable agent on their behalf prepare a CIA or enter into consultation and negotiations on behalf
of their iwi or hapu
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Through the Pirirakau Incorporated Society, Pirirakau are actively engaging with the WBOPDC
and will continue to do so with a view to understanding the impacts of the proposal on Pirirakau
and for Pirirakau to understand the application.
The commissioning of the CIA deemed as consultation gives Pirirakau the opportunity to;
1. Articulate the Pirirakau values associated with the CSC;
2. To identify the impacts of the proposal on those values;
3. To identify ways to address any adverse impacts by way of recommended measures to
remedy, mitigate or avoid the key issues identified by this assessment;
4. To fulfil the requirements of the consenting authority identifying the cultural effects.

9. Pirirakau historical background
Ko Takitimu te waka
|
Tamatea Arikinui
|
Rongokako
|
Tamateapokaiwhenua = Ihuparapara
|
Ranginui
|
Tutereinga

The Takitimu was a highly sacred waka and it is said that only the aristocracy and priestly class
originating from the homeland of Hawaiiki travelled aboard her18.
Upon the arrival of the Takitimu waka, Tamatea Arikinui conducted the rituals and ceremonies of
arrival at Mauao implanting the mauri of our people. From that time till now we have shared a
special relationship with our ancestral mountain and sea which forms the essence of our pepeha
as seen on page 4. Pirirakau recognise Pukewhanake as their ancestral mountain which gives
credence to the importance of this area and remains paramount in the identity of Pirirakau.
When the Takitimu waka arrived in Tauranga, the tribes in residence and the earliest known
occupants of the Tauranga district, circa 800 AD were Nga Marama of the Tainui waka who
settled at Pukewhanake along with Te Purukupenga and divisions of Te Tini o Toi19 .
Pirirakau are the descendants of tupuna (ancestors) who lived and settled in Te Puna, Tauranga
in the Bay of Plenty hundreds of years ago20. Tamatea Arikinui captained the Takitimu. It is from
Tamatea Arikinui whom Ranginui hence Pirirakau descend as Tutereinga was the son of Ranginui.

18

This passage is an excerpt from the Pukewhanake Registration wahi tapu report.
Ngata, T. (2010). Pukewhanake wahi tapu registration. Wellington: New Zealand Historic Places Trust.
20
New Zealand Government, Waitangi Tribunal. (2004). Te Raupatu o Tauranga Moana.
19
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Through oral tradition Pirirakau maintain their beliefs, customs and traditions.
Pirirakau were and remain known as the “un-surrendered rebels” who were relentless in their
efforts to retain their ancestral lands.
There are many recorded accounts of Pirirakau, our existence historically and our continued
occupation of these lands and waters. We have chosen not to reveal them all in this CIA as our
connections to the area are clear without the inclusion of any additional accounts.
Our interests in Te Puna and Te Rangituanehu area are genuine, valid and acceptable if any party
seeks further confirmation of our historical accounts they are free to undertake further readily
accessible research.
Today Pirirakau only retain a fraction of their once vast estates. Pirirakau express our
relationships with our ancestral lands and water resources by maintaining marae, retaining
remnant reserves, protecting our natural environment and keeping the identity and customary
rights and practices of Pirirakau alive.

9.1

The Pirirakau Relationship with Te Puna and Te Rangituanehu

The historical accounts of Pirirakau record the hapu as having strong links to these areas which
form a part of the rohe. Despite the historic losses we Pirirakau have suffered through
confiscation our historic occupational ties to these culturally significant places despite ownership
have been continual and uninterrupted. We continue to be immersed in our links to these places.
We derive wisdom and knowledge from traditional oral and written accounts in regards to our
application and implementation of practicing kaitiakitanga.
With the fragility of the mauri supporting life capacity of the natural environment and the
constant pressures upon it which in course affects the wellbeing of our people we are
necessitated to be cautious in considering any proposal or activity that may adversely affect or
impact upon the natural and ecological environment and cultural values of Pirirakau hapu.
“Ko Mauao te maunga”
“Ko Tauranga te moana”
The beginning of Pirirakau pepeha as shown on page 4 is what links Pirirakau descendants to
their home area and forms our identity as a people.

9.2

The Minden Structure Plan Preliminary Cultural Assessment

The purpose of the report was to outline any culturally significant areas identified within the
Minden Structure Plan area. The following information was supplied by Shadrach Rolleston on
behalf of Pirirakau and was a preliminary assessment of sites which remains applicable to this
consent.

9.3

Pirirakau Sites of Significance

Te Rangituanehu: Minden
The Minden Hills are bounded on the east by a line beginning at Te Hakao ki muri, over the range
to the Ruangangara Stream. Then following the Ruangangara (Ohourere) to Te Irihanga Pa then
19
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continuing on to the Te Puna River along the southern side of Te Rangituanehu. The north
boundary is State Highway 2.
According to Pirirakau, the affected Te Rangituanehu/Minden Structure Plan zone has a number
of affected sites of cultural significance. The sites include:
• Te Hakao stream – upper catchment
• Te Rangituanehu – Minden range
• He Huarahi ki Pukewhanake – Pathway to Pukewhanake
• He Huarahi ki Te Puna – Pathway to Te Puna
• Puna Tapu – Sacred spring
• Waahi Nohonga – Resting place
1. Te Hakao
The extensive low-lying wetland that extends from the mouth of the Wairoa River, past
Pukewhanake to the foot of Te Rangituanehu (Minden), is generally known as Te Hakao. For the
most part Te Hakao lies adjacent to but outside the structure plan area. The name Te Hakao was
probably attributed to the whole area from the name for a tributary of the river near its mouth.
While parts of this landscape are tapu, in certain places food and resources can be gathered. For
example, in its extreme upper reaches, Te Hakao was a traditional eel fishery, which was in use
until at least the 1960s. It is not fished these days but it is still considered to be important as a
nursery.
There is a wahi tapu located in the middle reaches of the Te Hakao area, adjacent to the East
Coast Main Trunk Railway and Te Puna Station Road.
2. Te Rangituanehu
The ancient name for the Minden Hills is Te Rangituanehu. According to a kaumatua, the name
refers to the setting of the sun, or the end of the day. With the exception of scattered evidence
of occupation, it has been suggested there was no major Pa on these hills however
archaeological discoveries may recant this suggestion. One tradition associated with Te
Rangituanehu was that fires were built to send signals across Tauranga Moana.
Te Rangituanehu also sheltered the ancient Ngamarama settlements in the valley behind the hills
from strangers approaching from the sea. For this purpose, Te Rangituanehu was a perfect
vantage point.
3. He Huarahi ki Te Puna
Another important branch of the Wairere track ran from Whakamarama to Te Puna, via
Waiwhatawhata over Te Rangituanehu.
4. He Huarahi ki Pukewhanake
There was also a track that skirted the foot of Te Rangituanehu on its northern side. This track
was a branch from Waiwhatawhata, around the western side of Te Rangituanehu to reach
Parewhataroa, Raropua, Poututerangi, Oikimoke and Pukewhanake.
5. Puna Tapu
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There is a waahi tapu (Puna) near the Te Puna Quarry, adjacent to the upper reaches of the Oturu
Stream.

6. Waahi Nohoanga
This area is to the east of the lower reaches of the Te Puna stream. It includes both the elevated
land and a swamp extending from the base of Te Rangituanehu to the Te Puna Stream. This area
was a waahi nohoanga, resting place, strategically located above the upper reaches of the Te
Puna River Estuary.
Sites of Significance Outside of the Minden Structure Plan zone
7. Te Irihanga Pa
The Ngamarama people originally constructed Te Irihanga Pa. In Pirirakau traditions it was the
home of Taka. During the Tauranga Bush Campaign in 1867, Pirirakau, Ngati Pango and Ngati
Rangi occupied the Pa. The Militia assaulted the Pa on two occasions in January 1867. Two
soldiers were killed in the first attack.
8. Waiwhatawhata Pa
Waiwhatawhata Pa is a short distance to the north west of Irihanga. Waiwhatawhata was the
scene of a number of meetings between Government officials and Pirirakau prior to the Tauranga
Bush Campaign. During this period a number of tribes allied to Pirirakau were living there. They
included; Ngai Tamawhariua, Ngati Porou ki Harataunga and Mataora, Ngati Hinerangi and Ngati
Tokotoko.
9. Waiorooro
This is the mouth of the Hakao Stream. The length of Te Hakao was tapu, but fishing could take
place at two places, at the mouth, Waiorooro, and at its confluence with the Wairoa River. At
Waiorooro, nets were set across the stream to catch fish on the outgoing tide. Nets were not
generally set at the river end, but line fishing for Kahawai was a normal activity.
The names Waiorooro and Waioroi seem to have been common in the Pirirakau rohe. In rocky
streams the name applied to the activity of working stone into tools. The name Waiorooro as it is
used in this case had more to do with the speed of the tidal flow through the Hakao stream.
10. The Ruangangara Stream
Our traditions tell of two Taniwha that resided in the rohe; Te Pura who lived on a bend in the
Wairoa River, and Poripori who lived in the Ruangangara Stream. The name Ruangangara means,
the lair of the Ngangara. The Stream rises in the Oteora area and is also known as Ohourere, but
that name applies to a waterfall, not the stream itself.
11. He Huarahi ki Te Awa
The valley through which the Ruangangara Stream runs extended from Whakamarama Pa, to
Waiwhatawhata, Te Irihanga, and downstream to its confluence with the Wairoa River. This
valley was a major thoroughfare between Matamata, via the Wairere Track, and Tauranga
Moana.

9.4

Pirirakau: mana whenua mana moana

Mana whenua (whenua meaning land in this context) gives the respective iwi or hapu
entitlement to speak over a geographical area with authority; there are often shared interests in
many areas. In history there have been accounts of mana whenua being challenged and gained
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after battles but more recently since the introduction of Treaty of Waitangi claims the Crown has
stipulated that mana whenua is proven by defining who occupied the land prior to 1840 and the
signing of the Treaty of Waitangi.
The RMA interprets mana whenua as meaning ‘customary authority exercised by an iwi or hapu
in an identified area’.
The Treaty of Waitangi Report published in September 2004 titled “Te Raupatu o Tauranga
Moana” Chapter 2 section 2.4.224 provides the following passage;
“Maori custom was characterised by complex overlapping and intersecting interests, so that, in
diﬀerent circumstances, the interests of one group or another might be more signiﬁcant. The
concept of ‘mana whenua’ appears to be a nineteenth-century innovation, which confuses the
personal or spiritual quality of mana with the distinct issue of rights to land”.
According to research Justice Durie has commented extra judicially on mana whenua25
“that one way in which the term was used historically, not only implied exclusivity, but it also
implied exclusivity in a negative way – that is, the term was used in order to assert control to the
exclusion of others, often at the beginning of a war or other dispute over the resource in question. It
was thus not a term to be used in a peaceful context such as in legislation”
Mana moana has been defined orally to the author by Tame Kuka a Pirirakau kaumatua who is
well respected, was the founder of Te Wharekura o Mauao and former principal as having a
collective consolidation of all tangata whenua and their shared interests in the moana and
tributaries. Mana moana can be claimed by all tangata whenua through whakapapa26.

9.5

Kaitiakitanga

Maori have an ethic of guardianship known as kaitiakitanga it is a core value central to Te Ao
Maori. The Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) contains a definition that attempts to explain
kaitiakitanga in a way that helps other cultures understand the concept but the attempts to
explain Maori institutions in English actually diminish the true meaning by making defining it and
refining it to fit within the desired outcomes of others. As this happens, we continually have to
shoulder the re-education of people.
Te Ao Maori is the Maori world view and exists on the basis of many core values this CIA makes
particular reference but is not limited to Kaitiakitanga and Mauri two values which are relevant to
this CIA and consent application.
Merata Kawharu has a more appropriate explanation for kaitiakitanga27;

24

New Zealand Government, Waitangi Tribunal. (2004). Te Raupatu o Tauranga Moana. New Zealand
Government.
25
Magallanes, C. I. (2011). The use of tangata whenua and mana whenua in New Zealand Legislation:
Attempts at cultural recognition. Wellington, New Zealand: Victoria University.
26
(Kuka, 2013)
27
Kawharu, M. ( 2000). Kaitiakitanga: A Māori Anthropological Perspective of the Māori Socioenvironmental Ethic of Resource Management. The Journal of the Polynesian Society, Vol. 110, No. 4.
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“The protection and preservation of the gifts of our ancestors for future generations, most
commonly defined as guardianship, but is also regarded in a wider sense as care and management of
all resources - an expression of the responsibility of iwi and hapū to protect and care for taonga for
future generations”.

9.6

Pirirakau future generations

As Pirirakau lands and waters are removed or modified this may result with further inability of
future generations to experience and understand the historical significance and interconnections
of pepeha, waiata songs, whakatauki proverbs and other cultural institutions associated with the
cultural landscape/waterscape the area.
•

Various cultural inter-preservation and protection of cultural heritage;

• Interference and loss of customary tradition;
• Continued coastal occupation; visual impacts;
Many people come and go in this area but Pirirakau will always remain and are ahi kaa people
who keep the home fires burning.

9.7

Pirirakau key statements
•

Pirirakau hapu are tangata whenua28 and we hold mana whenua29 over Te Puna, Te
Rangituanehu, Whakamarama, Plummers Point known also at one time as Huharua and
Omokoroa with interests extending into Athenree.



Pirirakau beliefs, customs and traditions continue to exist despite our alienation of
ownership from our lands that were taken through confiscation.



Pirirakau’s relationship with the natural world is strong and inherent - not a mere
caretaker role (not a job) but an inherited obligation handed down by our tupuna
originating in these lands with Tamatea Arikinui who is also remembered as the navigator
of the Takitimu waka.



Pirirakau undertake every effort to ensure the natural environment is sustained and
looked after for future generations.



We maintain without dispute our obligation to protect the burial grounds of our tupuna.



Pirirakau maintain a strong presence in our rohe and through marae, tikanga traditions,
kawa protocols and customary practices are, retained, maintained, breathed, practiced
and pursued by all Pirirakau people to uphold the mana of Pirirakau.

28

Tangata whenua in this context is people of the land and its surroundings.
Mana whenua gives the respective iwi or hapu entitlement to speak over a geographical area with
authority.
29
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10. Planning Framework
Pirirakau undertakes a CIA to ensure the hapu members spiritual and wellbeing of a resource,
area or site is maintained and that their kaitiaki obligations are adhered to. Kaitiaki obligations
exist with all natural resources and environments.
We make declaration of a planning framework to transmit our understanding of statutory
context to dispute decision making under the rules.
This CIA makes clear reference to guiding legislation and policies which is given the heaviest
considerations when assessing this application. Other statutory context and guiding documents
and entities are mentioned by this CIA but are not limited to. Legislation is put in place as a guide
to protecting natural resources in this country and their relevance to Maori or tangata whenua
should be adhered to.

10.1

Ngati Ranginui Policy

Pirirakau is a constituent hapu of Ngati Ranginui. The Ngati Ranginui Iwi Incorporated Society
recognises the mana held by each of its hapu and acknowledges the right of those hapu to
determine how best to handle issues that may affect it. To reflect the mana as held by each
hapu, the Ngati Ranginui Iwi Society maintains a policy of transferring authority for resource
management and environmental issues to its constituent hapu.
The Ngati Ranginui Iwi Society policy states in part:
(a)

Where an application under the Resource Management Act is hapu specific, then
the hapu affected will attend to the issue, Ngati Ranginui Iwi Incorporated
Society will become involved if requested by the hapu or may bring relevant
information to the attention of the hapu.

(b)

Where an application or an authority is unclear which hapu/iwi are affected, Ngati
Ranginui Iwi Society will ensure they are correctly advised.

(d)

Where an application affects the whole of the Iwi, Ngati Ranginui Iwi
Incorporated Society will initiate action in consultation with constituent hapu.

All aforementioned hapu as seen on page 13 and the Ngati Ranginui Iwi Incorporated Society
recognise Pirirakau manawhenua and kaitiakitanga over their rohe. Pirirakau also retain
kaitiakitanga over the oral tradition and knowledge of the historic links to tupuna and events in
the catchment area.
Pirirakau are direct descendants of formidable warriors, great chiefs and hierarchy. These historic
accounts are recorded and may be cited in many researchers’ works. The CIA writer wishes to
acknowledge research of Pirirakau researchers Peter Rolleston, Haare Bidois, Tipi Faulkner for
Waitangi Tribunal Reports, Heather Bassett30 and the many others which give recognition to the
cultural significance of the Te Puna and Te Rangituanehu area to Pirirakau.

30

Bassett, Heather; Kay, Richard, ‘Huharua, Pukewhanake and Nga Kuri a Wharei’, research
report commissioned by the Waitangi Tribunal, 1996, 40pp Wai 215 A45, Tauranga inquiry
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10.2

Treaty of Waitangi

Such resources are protected for tangata whenua under Article 2 of the Treaty of Waitangi31 and
Te Tiriti o Waitangi (the Maori version and true meaning) for as long as tangata whenua held such
an interest. Tangata whenua maintain this interest and will continue to do so as long as they
maintain their identities, relationship and responsibilities to their taonga. Despite the ‘translation
argument’ ‘Article 2’ is a guarantee to Maori:
"Her Majesty the Queen of England confirms and guarantees to the Chiefs and Tribes of New
Zealand and to the respective families and individuals thereof the full and exclusive and
undisturbed possession of their land and Estates, Forests, Fisheries and other properties
which they may collectively or individually possess so long as it is their wish and desire to
retain the same in their possession....."

10.3

Resource Management Act (RMA 1991)

The Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) is the principal legislation under which the natural
and physical resources of New Zealand are to be sustainably managed.
(2) In this Act, “sustainable management” means managing the use, development, and protection of
natural and physical resources in a way, or at a rate, which enables people and communities to
provide for their social, economic and cultural wellbeing and for their health and safety while The duties and the obligations that Part 2 of the RMA imposes are for all people who exercise
functions or powers under the Act in relation to the use of natural resources are detailed below.
Section 5. Purpose:
(1) The purpose of this Act is to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical
resources.
1.

(a) Sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources to meet the reasonably
foreseeable needs of future generations;

2.

(b) Safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil, and ecosystems; and

3.

(c) Avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects of activities on the
environment.

Section 6 sets out the matters that are of national importance;
Matters of national importance – In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising
functions and powers under it, in relation to managing the use, development, and protection of
natural and physical resources, shall recognise and provide for the following matters of national
importance;
(e) The relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands,
water, sites wahi tapu, and other taonga.
Section 7 sets out other matters that regard is given to;
31

New Zealand Government. (2013). Retrieved September 2013, from Waitangi Tribunal:
http://www.waitangi-tribunal.govt.nz/treaty/english.asp
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Other matters - In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers
under it, in relation to managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical
resources, shall have particular regard to;
(a) Kaitiakitanga
Section 8 states that the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi need to be taken into account.
Treaty of Waitangi - In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers
under it, in relation to managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical
resources, shall take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti o Waitangi).
Court of Appeal in Court of Appeal v Attorney General 1987 CA 54/8732:
The case arises from the State-Owned Enterprises Act 1986, which came into force on 19 December
1986 except for various machinery provisions which came into force on 1 April 1987.
1.

The principle of partnership.

2.

The principle of active protection of Maori people in the use of their lands and waters to
the fullest extent practicable.

3.

The principle of utmost good faith in dealings with the other Treaty partner.

Within the RMA context a further principle, that of consultation has been found to arise under
the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. The Environment Court has noted that active protection
of Maori interests requires positive action, which will at times oblige both the consenting
authority and the applicant to consult, and also to initiate, facilitate, and monitor the consultation
process as part of the duty to take into account the principles of active protection and
partnership. Consultation must be conducted in a spirit of good will and open mindedness, and
over a reasonable span of time, and to a degree sufficient for the local authority to be informed
on the matters in issue.
It is considered that this CIA assists the applicant with a more complete consent application
pursuant to Schedule 4 of the RMA and a consenting authority with their requirements to make
an assessment against the statutory provisions of the RMA.

10.4

New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010

The purpose of the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS)33 is to state policies in
order to achieve the purpose of the Act in relation to the Coastal Environment of New Zealand
and is a national policy under the RMA.
We believe given the proximity of this proposal to the Wairoa River and connection to the inner
harbour of Tauranga moana and future activity on the subject area this policy applies.

32

New Zealand Government. (1987). IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF NEW ZEALAND C.A. 54/87. Unknown:
New Zealand Government.
33
New Zealand Government. (2010, November). The New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010. Retrieved
September 2013, from Department Of Conservation: http://doc.org.nz/documents/conservation/marineand-coastal/coastal-management/nz-coastal-policy-statement-2010.pdf
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Any party exercising functions and powers under the RMA must give regard to this policy in
relation to any area identified as a coastal area within New Zealand.
The Preamble of this policy states;


the coast has particular importance to tangata whenua, including as kaitiaki.

Application of this policy requires
 regional policy statements, regional plans and district plans must give effect to this
NZCPS (sections 62(3), 67(3)(b), 75(3)(b) refer);


local authorities must amend regional policy statements, proposed regional policy
statements, plans, proposed plans, and variations to give effect to NZCPS provisions
that affect these documents as soon as practicable, using the process set out in
Schedule 1 of the Act except where this NZCPS directs otherwise (section 55 refers);



a consent authority, when considering an application for a resource consent and any
submissions received, must, subject to Part 2 of the Act, have regard to, amongst other
things, any relevant provisions of this NZCPS (section 104(1)(b)(iv) refers);

The objectives relevant to this consent application are as follows;
Objective 1
To safeguard the integrity, form, functioning and resilience of the coastal environment and
sustain its ecosystems, including marine and intertidal areas, estuaries, dunes and land, by:
maintaining or enhancing natural biological and physical processes in the coastal
environment and recognising their dynamic, complex and interdependent nature;


protecting representative or significant natural ecosystems and sites of biological
importance and maintaining the diversity of New Zealand’s indigenous coastal flora
and fauna; and



maintaining coastal water quality, and enhancing it where it has deteriorated from
what would otherwise be its natural condition, with significant adverse effects on
ecology and habitat, because of discharges associated with human activity.

Objective 2
To preserve the natural character of the coastal environment and protect natural features
and landscape values through:


recognising the characteristics and qualities that contribute to natural character,
natural features and landscape values and their location and distribution;



identifying those areas where various forms of subdivision, use, and development
would be inappropriate and protecting them from such activities; and
encouraging restoration of the coastal environment.

Objective 3
To take account of the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi, recognise the role of tangata
whenua as kaitiaki and provide for tangata whenua involvement in management of the
coastal environment by:
27
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recognising the ongoing and enduring relationship of tangata whenua over their
lands, rohe and resources;



promoting meaningful relationships and interactions between tangata whenua and
persons exercising functions and powers under the Act;



incorporating Matauranga Maori into sustainable management practices; and



recognising and protecting characteristics of the coastal environment that are of
special value to tangata whenua.

Policies of interest to Pirirakau and this application are;


Policy 1 Extent and characteristics of the coastal environment



Policy 2 The Treaty of Waitangi, tangata whenua and Maori heritage



Policy 3 Precautionary approach



Policy 4 Integration



Policy 11 Indigenous biological diversity (biodiversity)



Policy 12 Harmful aquatic organisms



Policy 13 Preservation of natural character



Policy 14 Restoration of natural character



Policy 15 Natural features and natural landscapes



Policy 17 Historic heritage identification and protection



Policy 21 Enhancement of water quality



Policy 22 Sedimentation



Policy 26 Natural defences against coastal hazards



Policy 27 Strategies for protecting significant existing development from coastal hazard
risk



Policy 29 Restricted Coastal Activities

All policies outlined have implication on tangata whenua, the Moana, the Wairoa River, Te Puna
Stream and connected waterways.
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10.5

Bay of Plenty Regional Policy Statements

The Bay of Plenty Regional Policy Statement34 is a document prepared under the RMA, which
identifies the major resource management issues for the Bay of Plenty region, and how to
sustainably manage the region's natural and physical resources.
Chapter 1-Introduction, Section 1.5.1 Maori Environmental Resource Management System states;
“The Maori resource management system is founded on the Maori system of beliefs, values
and understanding of the environment. The complex system was developed over 1000 years
and was largely supplanted by the systems brought by the European settlers one hundred
and fifty years ago, or the one developed globally in the last fifty years.
The traditional Maori approach to resource management was a holistic one with the major
objective being to sustain the mauri in relation to resources.
Practices or tikanga were developed and observed to maintain the mauri of parts of the
natural world. Observing these tikanga evolved into the ethic and exercise of kaitiakitanga.
Mauri can be sustained provided there is an acknowledgement of the tikanga or practices
that were developed over a long period of time.
These form the basis of what could be called the Maori Environmental Resource
Management System.
Until recently, Maori resource development has been constrained by institutional barriers.
No community should be prevented from realising its goals, as long as its actions are
sustainable”.
The policy purpose and objectives support tangata whenua and their kaitiaki obligation to
protect and preserve natural resources and sections of relevant matter are cited throughout this
CIA document.
BOPRC has a current plan in place titled “Wairoa Sub-Catchment Action Plan 2012” which
identifies a summary of concerns, challenges and priorities which are:
▪ The enhancement of all tributaries of the Wairoa River to promote increased water
quality health.
In particular Sections 61, 66 and 74 of the RMA require the relevant territorial authority to "take
into account" relevant iwi authority planning documents "to the extent that its content has a
bearing on resource management issues of the district.
‘Citing-Nga Taonga Tuku Iho 2004, Pirirakau Environmental Plan’
This plan is currently under review however this plan makes clear reference to Pirirakau sites of
significance and the management or care of them.
34

Bay of Plenty Regional Council. (1999). Bay of Plenty Regional Policy Statement 1999-Operative. Retrieved
2013, from Bay of Plenty Regional Council: http://www.boprc.govt.nz/media/31390/Policy-100318-OperativeRPS-incorporatingChangeNo3-revised.pdf
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10.6

Western Bay of Plenty District Plan – Operative 2012

Pirirakau are currently assisting Western Bay of Plenty District Council in identifying cultural
heritage sites of significance with a Cultural Heritage Plan Change the purpose of the Plan
Change is to protect sites of significance to the District’s hapu and iwi under the rules of the
Heritage Section of the District Plan.
Western Bay of Plenty District Plan-Operative 2012
Section 7. Historic Heritage 7.2.1 Objectives
1.

Protection and preservation of a unique or representative range of historic heritage
items of value to the community and to the nation.

2.

The protection and conservation of buildings and objects of historic heritage value to the
District.

3. That the Kaitiakitanga of tangata whenua in relation to sites and objects of cultural and
natural heritage is respected.
35

10.7

Historic Places Act 1993

The purpose of this Act is to promote the identification, protection, preservation, and
conservation of the historical and cultural heritage of New Zealand.
In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers under it shall
recognise—
(a)the principle that historic places have lasting value in their own right and provide
evidence of the origins of New Zealand's distinct society; and
(b)the principle that the identification, protection, preservation, and conservation of New
Zealand's historical and cultural heritage should—
(i)take account of all relevant cultural values, knowledge, and disciplines; and
(ii)take account of material of cultural heritage value and involve the least possible
alteration or loss of it; and
(iii)safeguard the options of present and future generations; and
(iv)be fully researched, documented, and recorded, where culturally appropriate; and
(c)the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands,
water, sites, wahi tapu, and other taonga.

10.8

National and International Case Law relevant to tangata whenua

As a consequence of tangata whenua having to argue that their values are significant and outline
statutory context where it is relevant to tangata whenua to assist in making a decision or ruling
for a resource consent it is also necessary to make it clear we understand our kaitiaki obligation
35

Historic Places Act 1993, New Zealand Government
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and if warranted we are prepared to continue a process to protect our interests and our interests
will not cease. Matauranga Maori has a dual aspect also, tangata whenua understand traditional
knowledge and can modernise their knowledge to uphold our values.
New Zealand Environment Court has considered numerous applications which directly impact on
tangata whenua.
Those cases worth noting where successful cases involving tangata whenua and their values
received balanced and fair recognition through Environment Court decisions and include cases
such as ”Heybridge Developments Limited v Bay of Plenty Regional Council and Pirirakau
Incorporated Society: Environment Court decision 2009” and “Matakana Island v Blakely Pacific”
Environment Court Decision 2011.
It is abundantly clear where tangata whenua make a stand to oppose any consent and protect
their obligation to uphold kaitiakitanga the New Zealand Environment Courts can and will make a
ruling utilising their broad and fair powers of assessment under the RMA in relation to provisions
of Maori or tangata whenua.
Further to the first point, an international case law study relating to the “Honour of the Crown”
was found in Canada and it is relevant to New Zealand legislation.
The Manitoba Metis Federation the federal Crown failed to implement the land grant provision
set out in s. 31 of the Manitoba Act, 1870 in accordance with the honour of the Crown36.
A summary of points relating to this case law investigation by law scholar Max Harris37 follows;
“Where this case is perhaps most interesting, though, for New Zealand scholars and
practitioners, is in what it offers for the future path of indigenous rights jurisprudence in our
country. The “honour of the Crown” has not received much attention in New Zealand law, and
more work will need to be done to determine whether it is a concept most applicable to
Canada. For instance, is the absence of a single codified constitution in New Zealand a
significant distinction which precludes the operation of the “honour of the Crown” here?
Notwithstanding the need for further work, it may be that threads of argument can be brought
together to justify developing the “honour of the Crown” notion in New Zealand law:
Secondly, the Court’s reasoning on the fiduciary duty issues does raise some questions about
the application of fiduciary law in Canada (and perhaps in New Zealand) to indigenous peoples.
Should it really be necessary for there to be a pre-existing Aboriginal interest for fiduciary
obligations to apply? This seems to rule out the application of fiduciary law to modern,
legislatively-created indigenous interests. Such a move may constrict the development of
36

Supreme Court of Canada. (2013). Decisions Supreme Court of Canada. Retrieved September 2013, from
Judgements of the Supreme Court of Canada: http://scc.lexum.org/decisia-scc-csc/scc-csc/scccsc/en/item/12888/index.do
37
Harris, M. (2013, May). May 2013 Māori Law Review-Manitoba Métis Federation (Inc) v Attorney-General
(Canada): A step forward for indigenous rights jurisprudence and an opportunity for New Zealand.
Retrieved September 2013, from Maori Law Review: http://maorilawreview.co.nz/2013/05/manitoba-metisfederation-inc-v-attorney-general-canada-a-step-forward-for-indigenous-rights-jurisprudence-and-anopportunity-for-new-zealand/
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fiduciary law at a time when (in Canada and New Zealand) there have been numerous new
legislative developments around indigenous customary rights, such as the Marine and Coastal
Area (Takutai Moana) Act 2011.
Only time will tell, too, whether the Supreme Court of Canada’s pronouncements on laches and
limitations may come to influence New Zealand’s approach to these issues. We might expect
the New Zealand Supreme Court to weigh in on these issues when it hands down judgment in
Paki v Attorney-General (No 2) (heard on 19 and 20 February 2013) – and the Wakatu litigation,
currently awaiting hearing before the Court of Appeal, offers a further opportunity for New
Zealand appellate courts to consider this thought-provoking decision of the Supreme Court of
Canada”

10.9

Other Statutory Context

Tangata whenua face the continual battle of having their tino rangatiratanga38 recognised. The
New Zealand Government has produced legislation to give effect to the Resource Management
Act 1991 which clearly identifies provisions for tangata whenua to enact or provoke. Much to the
frustration of tangata whenua, the development of case law in support of kaitiakitanga is ignored
and the depletion of taonga drastically continues.
Other statutory context both international and national and guiding documents or and entities
relevant to this CIA follows;


United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples39
Adopted by the New Zealand Government in 2007
Preamble
Recognizing the urgent need to respect and promote the inherent rights of indigenous
peoples which derive from their political, economic and social structures and from their
cultures, spiritual traditions, histories and philosophies, especially their rights to their
lands, territories and resources.
In particular;
Articles 11, 25, 27, 29, 32, 45, 46







Biosecurity Act 1993
Marine Pollution Act 1974
Resource Management (Marine Pollution) Regulations 1998
Local Government Act 2002
Smartgrowth

38

As recognised in the Treaty of Waitangi, a right to self-determination.
Indigenous peoples issues and resources. (2010, April 20). Retrieved September 2013, from Indigenous
peoples issues and resources:
http://indigenouspeoplesissues.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=4850:new-zealandstatement-on-adoption-of-declaration-at-un-permanent-forum-on-indigenous-issues&catid=58:oceaniaindigenous-peoples&Itemid=80
39
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Navigable Waters Protection Act 1882-International Policy relevant to New Zealand40
Rivers and Harbors Appropriation Act of 1899 (RHA)
The RHA is an act of the Supreme Federal Law USA and relevant in legislation and definition
to the Navigable Waters Protection Act41.

11. Key issues and recommendations for mitigation
This section presents the results of this CIA. We acknowledge as a positive effect that the
consent removes the burden of multiple applications in relation to stormwater consents.
Pirirakau believe that in our pursuit of protecting wahi tapu and our ancestral lands and waters
we continue to be misrepresented and further violated by the prospect of development and
Council District Plans which consent the activity and associated activities.
All parties are bound by New Zealand Government Legislation which in its formation created acts
to confiscate large tracts of land from Maori and forced the removal of Pirirakau ownership.
In all New Zealand legislative acts and plans or policies there are sections which protect the
cultural interests of Maori or tangata whenua as the indigenous people of these lands and waters
which are mostly ignored or subsumed by commercial gain.
Within this section we have identified Pirirakau cultural issues derived from this application.
Pirirakau continue to support a meaningful relationship with the WBOPDC.
This CIA seeks measures to address the concerns with this application which are appropriate for
Pirirakau objectives; to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on our people whilst protecting
cultural heritage and preserving the natural character and sustainability of Te Puna and Te
Rangituanehu.
The key issues and recommendations for mitigation of this Stormwater Consent Application for
the central catchment area which gives effect to our cultural values and RMA matters and other
statutory context as presented in this CIA have been grouped in the following sections for
substantive discussion;
The measures presented in this section are provided as points for ongoing dialogue and are
provided for that purpose in mind.

11.1

Issue one

As a condition of the CSC Pirirakau shall reserve the right to engage with WBOPDC on any cultural
concern or issue which may arise throughout the life of the consent in relation to any stormwater
management effect. The granting of this consent shall not remove cultural concerns should they
arise throughout the duration of the consent.
Issue one: Recommendations and mitigation
40

Justice Laws Canada. (2013, September). Navigable Waters Protection Act 1882. Retrieved September
2013, from Justice Laws Canada: http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/N-22/page-2.html
41
US Federal Laws. (Date unknown). Federal Laws. Retrieved September 2013, from
http://www.nerrs.noaa.gov/doc/siteprofile/acebasin/html/manage/regulat/rgfed.htm
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Pirirakau seek confirmation by way of an agreement and a condition of the consent that ongoing
consultation and notification shall be given to Pirirakau Incorporated Society should any cultural
concern arise throughout the duration of the consent.

11.2

Issue two

Historical Maori name recognition should be referenced when there is a presence of such.
The Central Catchment was forcefully removed from Pirirakau through confiscation resulting in
many historic losses of Maori landmark names. Pirirakau continues to protect this area as the
relevant kaitiaki as an inherent obligation to the origins of our existence. Our history provides
our people with the substance that brings balance to our everyday lives. We are a proud and
strong hapu because we know where we came from being direct descendants to a line of great
chiefs. Many whanau of Pirirakau descend from dual heritage which is a factor we are also proud
of.
Issue two: Recommendations and mitigation
Pirirakau seeks recognition of Te Rangituanehu as the Maori name for the Minden within the
Stormwater Consent and within the realms of WBOPDC.

11.3

Issue three

Kaitiakitanga
Pirirakau consider that in accordance with section 6(e) and 7(a) of the Act, the WBOPDC
demonstrates how the Pirirakau relationship is recognised and provided for in the commissioning
of this CIA.
Recognition of kaitiakitanga and kaitiaki practitioners must be given by the applicant and all
consenting authorities.
As a nationally recognised act the Resource Management Act 1991 signals to all that kaitiakitanga
is a valid aspect of tangata whenua tradition and current practice, a level of responsibility should
be given provision to for tangata whenua by a consenting authority and any application granted
under their rules which give consideration of:
•

The potential impacts on tangata whenua and their customary traditions;

•

The ability to exercise and practise kaitiakitanga continues to be undermined and
compromised;

•

Treaty of Waitangi Settlements recognises the incremental losses Pirirakau have suffered.

Whilst we recognise the WBOPDC has commissioned this CIA it is not our intention to provide a
one off agreement of this nature to satisfy any party in an attempt to change our customary
beliefs and we continue to request higher and ongoing consideration of this aspect be given.
Issue three Recommendations for mitigation
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Such a provision should include financial contributions to enable a tangata whenua
representative to participate in a tangata whenua directed role as a kaitiaki should activity of a
consent commence. This can include communication, investigation and or research to both
physically and technically pursue relevant information or tasks to ascertain the impacts of the
stormwater management regime proposed through the CSC ensuring the wellbeing of cultural
integrity of the land, water and people of Pirirakau and cultural direction are adhered to.

11.4

Issue four

It is not clear as yet what environmental or cultural impact the effects of stormwater and its
management will have within the central catchment over the 35 year life of the consent, we
consider that the following issues be addressed.
•

The cumulative effects of the activity on the tributaries of the Wairoa River, Te Puna
Stream, Moana and all watercourses or streams within the area identified as the central
catchment for the purpose of the CSC;

•

Effect on mauri of watercourses;

•

Sediment control through the instability of Te Rangituanehu;

•

The foreshore and or bed of the Wairoa River, Te Puna Stream and Moana being
disturbed and culturally inappropriate foreign matter being deposited or embedded into
them;

•

Hazards which include land instability and sea level rise.

•

Continuance of mahinga kai/mahinga maataitai (places to gather food/fishing grounds);

•

The protection all indigenous biodiversity within the aforementioned environs.

Issue four Recommendations for mitigation
Include ecological restorative measures in relation to stormwater dispersal to natural
watercourses or pond collection areas.Encourage and promote the replenishment of native plant
species in communication with Pirirakau to promote native fauna, to provide emission benefits
and promote birdlife.
Pirirakau request a remunerated opportunity to undertake such works.
Opportunities may also exist within the ANZECC to incorporate areas of stormwater run-off
ponds and rejuvenation of Maori traditional restorative projects as case studies in the CMP in
collaboration between WBOPDC and Pirirakau.

11.5

Issue five

As Te Rangituanehu in particular has not been fully developed in forming the Minden Lifestyle
Plan intensification of stormwater effects through its development may have an effect on
archaeology additional to stormwater related activities.
Issue five Recommendations for mitigation
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A Reserve area is sought by Pirirakau in the event any ko iwi discoveries are made allowing for
reburials discovered at Te Rangituanehu.
Where archaeological discoveries may be discovered due to Stormwater related activity and as a
condition of the CSC, Pirirakau will be notified and WBOPDC cultural monitoring protocols shall
apply.

12 Conclusion
Pirirakau wherever possible will always endeavour to enhance tangata whenua core values,
traditions and beliefs of our people. We offer without prejudice our commitment to the
preservation and protection of our taonga both spiritually and physically.
This CIA has been prepared in pursuit of the continued recognition of Pirirakau requirements of
effective consultation and engagement, although Pirirakau expresses clear frustration regarding
the pressures on our resources including people we continue as an important stakeholder being
tangata whenua to uphold positive relationships with other stakeholders.
We would like to thank WBOPDC Iain Satterthwaite in his approach seeking consultation with
Pirirakau via the commission of this CIA and we will continue in the process we have been
involved with regarding this application.
We look forward to building a more mutually beneficial understanding and meaningful
relationship and are happy to discuss any aspect of this assessment.
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215b Range Road Telephone: +64 7 5740111
Papamoa
Facsimile: +64 7 5740111
New Zealand
Mobile:
+64 27 7672009
Email:
kathy@pms-ltd.co.nz

3 June 2014
Western Bay of Plenty District Council
Private Bag 12803
TAURANGA 3143
Attention: Coral-Lee Ertel / Iain Satterthwaite
Dear Coral-Lee / Iain,
Comprehensive Stormwater Discharge Consent / Catchment
Management Plans

Cultural Impact Assessment Eastern Catchment
Recommendations Report
The Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) prepared by Julie Shepherd has been
received in June 2014. It contained key issues and recommendations. Please
find below my initial response to the concerns listed in the CIA.
Key Issues

Response to Concerns

 Concerns raised that potential
cultural issues may arise throughout
the life of the consent (35 years) in
relation to any stormwater
management effect.

There will be further consultation
opportunity through the annual
plan process regarding CAPEX.

There will be a yearly update to the
Regional Council on progress. At
 Recommendation by Pirirakau to
the same time Council could
include an agreement and a
engage with Pirirakau. Ideally this
condition of the consent that ongoing should be done prior to the Annual
consultation and notification shall be Plan being presented.
given to Pirirakau Incorporated
The CMP will be reviewed 5 yearly
Society should any cultural concern
for its efficiency and to include new
arise throughout the duration of the
initiatives.
consent.

CIA Central Report 3June2014
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Comprehensive Stormwater Discharge Consent / Catchment
Management Plans – CIA Recommendations Report
 Concerns raised that Historical Maori
name recognition should be
referenced in the CMP.

CMP can be amended to include the
Maori name recognition.

 Recommendation by Pirirakau to
include recognition of Te
Rangituanehu as the Maori name for
the Minden.
 Point made that the role of
'kaitiakitanga' (guardianship) by
Pirirakau should be ongoing and
requires resources.

Agreement could be made regarding
fee structure for financial contributions
on hourly rates with a yearly
maximum sum.

 Recommendation by Pirirakau to
include financial contributions in
WBOPDC’s budgets to enable a
tangata whenua representative to
participate in a tangata whenua
directed role as a kaitiaki for the
purpose of this consent.
 Concerns raised that the
environmental or cultural impact of
the effects of stormwater and its
management over the 35 year life of
the consent is unknown.
 Concerns are especially referred to
the cumulative effects of the activity
on the waterways, the effect on
mauri of watercourses, the effects of
soil instability and contamination,
effects on mahinga kai/mahinga
maataitai (places to gather
food/fishing grounds) and the effects
on indigenous biodiversity.
 Recommendation by Pirirakau to
include ecological restorative
measures, promote the
replenishment of native plant species
to promote native fauna and
incorporate areas for Maori
traditional restorative projects.
 Concerns raised that the
development of Minden Lifestyle
Zone will have an effect on the
archaeology of the area.
 Recommendation by Pirirakau to
include a reserve area in the event
CIA Central Report 3June2014

The AEE contained in the CMP
provides for potential effects and
mitigation methods including
education initiatives in regards to
planting. A copy may need to be
supplied to Pirirakau for further
comments.
The education material could be a
joint venture between Council and
Pirirakau.
The management of stormwater in
Lifestyle Zone of Te Rangituanehu
(Minden) is subject to the Structure
Plan requirements. Stormwater is to
be manage on site and shall include
geotechnical investigations with
particulars regarding to soil instability.

The
CMP
includes
the
NZHPT
requirements and WBOPDC accidental
discovery protocol.
Utilities to discuss options for reburial
reserve with Parks department.
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any ko iwi discoveries are made
allowing for reburials as well as
WBOPDC cultural monitoring
protocols been used for SW
activities.

If you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned.
Yours faithfully
Professional Management Services 2009 Limited

Kathy Thiel-Lardon
Director Civil Engineering
Copy to:
Kelvin Hill, WBOPDC Utilities Manager
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